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 Catalog campaign policy commitments from speeches and public statements to outline proposed administration policies 

Design organizational structure for Policy Implementation team 

Align with candidate and campaign to identify overarching policy priorities  

Select team members for each policy area group and budget team 

Select leads for each policy area group 

Create a standardized format for 100- and/or 200- day policy implementation plans 

Develop a draft 100- to 200- day implementation plan for each policy area as well as a management agenda (cross-cutting management issues that affect multiple agencies) 

Meet with corresponding agency review teams to (1) gather relevant information to refine and augment 100- or 200-day policy implementation plan and (2) provide agency review teams with updated 100- or 200-day plan to inform conversations with agency staff and the agency review strategic briefing paper 

Refine the management agenda (cross-cutting management issues that affect multiple agencies) 

Work with OMB career staff to develop a "shadow" presidential budget aligned with the president-elect's top policy priorities 

Appoint Head of Policy Implementation  

Draft new executive orders to implement as soon as PE takes office  

Review executive orders and regulations from outgoing administration (deciding which to halt/reverse) and formulate strategy around new executive orders 

 Provide input to Appointments team on position descriptions for Wave I positions  

Provide input to Appointments team on prioritization of appointed positions 

Prioritize agencies into three tiers according to size/complexity  

Design organizational structure for Agency Review team 

Select leads for each functional area grouping of agencies 

Select leads for each agency 

Create standardized format for agency review briefing book: executive summary template, strategic briefing template, budget memo template, data file template 

Agency leads identify, vet, and select members for each landing team 

Budget memos due to policy implementation budget team  

The transition chair and White House chief of staff sign MOU to govern agency review team’s access to materials and personnel at agencies 

Appoint Head of Agency Review 

Tier 3 agencies: Final executive summary, strategic briefing paper, and data file due  

Tier 2 agencies: Final executive summary, strategic briefing paper, and data file due  

Tier 1 agencies: Final executive summary, strategic briefing paper, and data file due  

Conduct orientation and tabletop exercises for landing team members to prepare for effective agency review 

As landing team members are selected, submit to Operations the list of agency review team members who will require security clearances in order to access classified information 

Construct baseline agency review deliverables from publicly available information and independent knowledge: (1) executive summary for each agency summarizing the key priorities, opportunities and issues facing that agency (2) strategic briefing paper for each agency outlining the strategic  
issues and opportunities facing that agency (3) budget memo for each agency (4) data file for each agency compiling information about its mission, organization, personnel, budget, and legal, legislative, and regulatory data (5) list of Congressional contacts and stakeholders to solicit additional input about agencies post-election  
 

Negotiate MOU with White House to ensure agency review team's post-election access to materials and personnel at agencies  

Within each agency, identify: (1) top-performing political appointees recommended to stay on in new administration (2) career staff who will be critical to implementing new administration's policy priorities  

Prepare orientation and table top exercises for landing team members to prepare for effective agency review 

 Provide input to Appointments team on position descriptions for Wave I positions  

Provide input to Appointments team on prioritization of appointed positions 

Provide support as needed to confirmation teams to prepare and brief nominees for confirmation hearings  

Submit to Appointments team: potential candidates for most critical positions in each agency  

Landing teams meet with agency staff to collect all relevant information for deliverables (executive summary, strategic briefing paper, budget memo, and data file), including mission & current strategy of agency, high-priority issues, expected challenges and opportunities for incoming head, personnel strategy, etc. 

Appoint Heads of Operations and Support teams (operations, legal, President-elect support, communications, public liaison) 

Secure pre-convention office space for transition team 

Create a 501(c)(4) entity to raise and spend private funds for  transition activities 

Develop transition budget and fundraising plan  

Design organizational structure for each operations and support team (operations, legal, President-elect support, communications, public liason) 

Contact campaign team for its vendor list (accounting/finance, bank accounts, donor processing, exchange email hosting, website development/hosting, HR/payroll outsourcing, resume database)  

Work with legal team to draft internal policies to ensure consistency with campaign (code of ethics, lobbying policy, digital communication policy, expense reimbursement policy, etc).  

Select members for each operations and support team  

Become familiar with GSA resources provided post-convention, meet with GSA about the set-up required post-convention, and establish cadence for continued contact with GSA 

Make preparations for move-in to GSA-provided office space (e.g. design space layout, create seating chart, secure P.O. box, create staff onboarding checklist) 

Develop plan to rapidly scale up the transition team post-convention (space for 125 members of team in GSA space) and create volunteer and payroll structures  

After  last convention, coordinate with GSA to sign MOU to accept GSA-provided services  

Touch base with ODNI, FBI, DOJ about process for submitting security clearances for transition team members  

Conduct detailed historical review of transition activities of previous presidents-elect and build a comprehensive 75-day calendar for the president-elect 

Coordinate vice-president-elect support and first spouse-elect support (build calendar, organize offices of VPE and FSE, plan to accommodate family needs) 

Onboard new staff as transition team grows  & oversee day-to-day logistics  

Move in to GSA-provided office space and organize equipment, supplies, and secure IT infrastructure 

Establish secure server for storage of position descriptions and names under consideration for presidential appointments (tiered system of access)  

 Submit to DOJ names for security clearances required for agency review team members and key advisors and staff who will need access to classified briefings post-election  

Coordinate with the outgoing White House (PPO),  GSA, and the other campaign's transition team to align on a common personnel database infrastructure that can easily transition into the White House after the election 

Meet with Secret Service to coordinate post-election security protocols and understand detailed processes 

Develop post-election media strategy and communications plan  

Develop post-election outreach strategy to think tanks, trade associations, community groups/coalition, governors, Congress 

Design post-election transition team  (map movement of staff from campaign team to transition team and Inaugural committee, and source new talent as required) and update post-election volunteer/payroll structure  

Coordinate with GSA on provisions for post-election remote office locations and decide which transition team staff will work out of DC vs remote offices  

Make preparations for move-in to post-election GSA-provided office space (floor plan, seating chart, stagger arrival of teams by hour), coordinate housing for (1)  staff influx to DC post-election and (2) staff to remain in candidate's hometown post-election, and coordinate with GSA on GSA-provided resources, which include equipment, supplies, secure IT infrastructure, payroll, financial, human resources, and contracting 

Develop transition team website and link in to back-end personnel database to receive applications for administration positions  

Design White House organizational structure and create detailed job descriptions for White House staff roles  

Work with newly named White House chief of staff and Appointments team to map which transition team members will be moving to White House staff roles  

Move transition team into new GSA-provided office space  

Plan Cabinet orientation and retreat with input from Appointments team 

Conduct training and coaching of transition team staff who will utimately be moving to White House staff roles 

Onboard new staff as transition team grows and oversee day-to-day logistics and "care and feeding" of president-elect 

Manage President-elect, Vice President-elect, and First Spouse-elect's daily schedules  

Conduct outreach with think tanks, trade associations, community groups/coalitions, governors, Congress 

Make preparations for moving into White House and plan for closing out transition finances  

Shut down transition operations and prepare to move teams into White House 

Move out of office space by February 28 

Launch official transition website 
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Monthly White House Transition Coordinating Council meetings 

Send a memorandum to agencies to direct them to start preparing for the transition (outlining activities including: identifying a career official to serve as transition coordinator, preparing briefing materials by Nov. 1, preparing career executives to temporarily fill appointed positions of departing officials, developing training for incoming appointees, etc.) 

Send a memorandum to the heads of all executive departments and agencies, directing that  all regulations be proposed no later than June 1 and issued no later than Nov. 1 

Issue executive order to establish White House Transition Coordinating Council & Agency Transition Directors Council (both of which should meet monthly through the inauguration)  

Prepare a complete inventory of all presidentially-appointed positions along with brief descriptions of responsibilities to hand over to both candidates’ transition teams 

Make preparations to share the presidential personnel database with both party's transition teams after the convention  

Touch base with both candidates’ transition teams to share the White House presidential personnel database infrastructure 

Conduct tabletop exercises (with both outgoing cabinet and incoming cabinet heads) for select agencies to prepare for a crisis management scenario 

  Deliver memoranda on "hot" domestic, economic, and national security issues and coordinate regular briefings  

Work with NARA to determine the volume of textual, electronic, audiovisual records, artifacts, and gifts to be transported out of the White House  

Move into GSA-provided office space (either in DC or outgoing President's choice of city outside DC). Office space includes equipment, supplies, secure IT infrastructure, payroll, financial, human resources, contracting, and other appropriate services  

Conduct initial crisis training session with outgoing Cabinet members to prepare for tabletop exercises in January with the incoming team 

Touch base with each candidate’s transition team to discuss MOU governing agency review teams' access to materials and personnel at agencies following the election 

Outgoing president meets with president-elect within a week of election 

Submit inventory  of all presidentially-appointed positions to transition directors of both campaigns  

Engage with the transition's operations team to coordinate preparations for the move-in of the new team into the White House 

Chief of staff signs MOU with chair of president-elect's transition team to govern agency review teams’ access to federal agencies 

Direct ODNI to coordinate regular national security briefings to both candidates and their staff through the election 

Deadline to propose outgoing regulations 

Assemble a meeting of past White House chiefs of staff with the incoming chief of staff to share best practices  

Prepare memoranda on "hot" domestic, economic, and national security issues that the new administration will likely face in its first 90 days 

Direct the White House Military Office and Secret Service to coordinate regular briefings to the president-elect, incoming national security team and key advisors 

Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations to coordinate the cataloging of office procedures for each operating unit within the White House and work with the White House Military Office on documenting the physical, technological and procedural  infrastructure involved in responding to emergencies 

Monthly Agency Transition Directors Council meetings 

Set goals and establish a workplan for transition planning 

Receive guidance from OPM outlining rules and guidance around converting Schedule C and Non career SES positions to the competitive service 

Prepare handover materials for the incoming transition team and new administration  

Ethics Summit: OGE trains agency ethics officials for the transition, including substantive government ethics and financial disclosure issues relevant to incoming PAS nominees 

Create and maintain accurate records of the agency's functions and activities and dispose of documentary materials that are no longer needed to conduct business 

Onboard incoming political appointees 

Identify a senior career official to serve as transition coordinator and oversee transition planning 

Touch base with each candidate’s transition team to discuss MOU governing agency review teams' access to materials and personnel at agencies following the election 

Make logistical preparations for agency review teams, including organization of building passes, workspace, laptops, phones, printers, shredders, etc  

Receive guidance from OPM around submitting inventory of all agency positions that may be filled by noncompetitive appointment for compilation in the Plum Book 

Selected agencies participate in tabletop exercises (with both outgoing cabinet and incoming cabinet heads) to prepare for crisis management scenarios 

Selected agencies participate in initial crisis training session with outgoing Cabinet members to prepare for tabletop exercises in January with the incoming team 

Send OPM an inventory of all agency positions that may be filled by noncompetitive appointment for compilation in the Plum Book 

Receive guidance from NARA outlining appropriate records management guidelines for incoming appointees and departing appointees  

Set guidelines for agency staff on effective collaboration and interaction with agency review teams 

Meet with and provide transition teams with all relevant information for agency review deliverables (mission & current strategy, high-priority issues, expected challenges and opportunities for incoming head, personnel strategy, etc) 

Chief Human Capital Officers (CHCOs) in agencies convene for a CHCO Academy organized by OPM to discuss presidential transition 

Agency ethics officials meet with OGE to make final preparations for the transition around the financial disclosure review process for nominees 

In collaboration with OGE, agency ethics officials examine nominee financial disclosure reports for potential conflicts of interest 

In collaboration with OGE, agency ethics officials negotiate ethics agreements with nominees to resolve identified conflicts of interest 

In collaboration with OGE, agency ethics officials provide ethics briefings to incoming senior administration leadership and senior appointees 

 Coordinate MOU with Department of Defense to coordinate  labor and transport support for shipment of materials from WH to temporary  presidential library location 

Launch updated "Documenting Your Public Service" website for agency employees 

Launch (1) narrated PowerPoint/video outlining records management guidelines for incoming appointees (2) checklist for departing appointees on appropriate records management  

Construction of temporary library facility 

Transfer, verify and index electronic records from White House systems into NARA's Electronic Records Archives, for eventual release through the National Archives Catalog 

Work with outgoing White House to determine the volume of textual, electronic, audiovisual records, artifacts, and gifts to be transported out of the White House  

Meet incoming administration and provide overview of guidelines around "special access requests" (i.e. requests for materials from outgoing administration) 

Temporary library facility opened  

Work with DoD to pack, prepare, and ship materials from White House to temporary presidential library location by truck or by plane 

Archive all documents in temporary presidential library and review materials for potential release to public 

Bid awarded and lease signed for site chosen to house the temporary library facility  

Send one-page memo to agencies outlining records management guidelines for incoming appointees 

Construction begins on permanent facility site chosen by outgoing president's foundation (usually opens within four years after president leaves office)  

Receive special access requests from new administration and Congress for archived materials from previous administration  

Work with outgoing president's foundation staff to determine which materials will go on display in exhibits at permanent facility  

Conduct background investigations for appointees. Forward results of investigation to White House Clearance Counsel for final clearance processing.  

Coordinate execution of updated MOU between Attorney General and President Elect to continue the investigation and adjudication process for final security clearances  

Conduct background investigations for appointees. Forward results of investigation to Clearance Counsel of the Office of the President-Elect (OPE). Clearance Counsel of OPE to authorize FBI to release results to DOJ for final clearance processing.  

Conduct background investigations for agency review team members and other transition team staff requiring access to classified information post-election. Forward results of investigation to DOJ for adjudication of interim security clearance. 

Launched Integrity.gov, functionality for nominees, a new system with added features for electronically filing and reviewing public financial disclosure reports (OGE Form 278e). 

Ethics Summit: OGE trains agency ethics officials and other stakeholders for the transition, including substantive government ethics and financial disclosure issues relevant to incoming PAS nominees 

Meet with agency ethics officials to make final preparations for the transition 

In collaboration with agencies, negotiate ethics agreements to resolve identified conflicts of interest 

Agencies and OGE provide ethics briefings to incoming senior administration leadership and senior appointees 

Begin intensive high-volume reviews of nominee ethics packages  

In collaboration with agencies, examine nominee reports for potential conflicts of interest 

Release resource guides: (1) Guide to filling out OGE Form 278e (new report form) (2) Guide for nominees outlining the nomination process, tips for filling out financial disclosure report, and links to key resources (3) Guide for transition teams laying out key government ethics considerations and contact information of OGE and agency ethics officials in order to facilitate early interactions 

Provide ethics advice and counsel to the outgoing administration officials and to the Presidential transition team 

Engage with campaign transition staff to lay out expectations for the financial disclosure process, provide an overview of OGE's resources for the financial disclosure process, and emphasize the need for the Presidential transition team to have ethics experts on staff 

In 2014, released updated "Guide to Drafting Ethics Agreements for PAS Nominees" 

Issue ethics guidance for outgoing administration officials 

Meet with transition teams to, (1) introduce OGE resource guides; (2) provide an overview of Integrity.gov; (3) lay out expectations for the financial disclosure process; (4) emphasize the need for transition teams to have ethics experts on staff; (5) discuss the importance of the transition team informing potential nominees upfront about the complexities and expectations of the nomination process; and 
(6) if there is reluctance to share prospective nominees reports with OGE, discuss the option of the transition team sharing financial disclosure reports of potential nominees with OGE for name-blind review before the election 

Provide expert consultation and technical assistance in connection with ethics initiatives of the new administration 

 Attorney General signs MOU with both transition teams outlining the investigative and adjudicative process for security clearances 

Adjudicate final security clearances for transition team staff and for appointees 

Adjudicate interim security clearances for agency review team members and other transition team staff who will required access to classified information post-election 

Hold National Security Briefings and Sensitive Compartmented Information (SCI) briefings for transition team staff twice a week at the DOJ Headquarters Command Center 

Participate in Monthly White House Transition Coordinating Council meetings 
Continue to update Transition Directory 

Have full GSA Transition Support Team in place  

Meet with transition teams and provide high-level briefing around services and resources provided post-convention 

Sign MOU with transition teams when they choose accept GSA's services (which are made available within 3 business days after last convention) 

Send second report to Hill recapping transition preparations GSA has undertaken up to this point (first report sent in May/Jun) 

Release Transition Directory 

For president-elect's team: Provide office space (for 500 members of team), equipment, supplies, secure IT infrastructure, payroll, financial, human resources, contracting, and other appropriate services 

Wind-down president-elect office space  

Establish regular cadence of contact with transition teams  

For former president/vice-president: Provide office space (either in DC or President's choice of city outside DC), equipment, supplies, secure IT infrastructure, payroll, financial, human resources, contracting, and other appropriate services  

For candidates: Provide office space (for 125 members of each campaign's transition team), equipment, supplies, secure IT infrastructure.  

For Inaugural Committee: Provide office space, furniture, furnishings, IT infrastructure, devices and support, mail management, telephones, equipment, vehicles, supplies, security coordination 

Coordinate the development and delivery of orientation activities for key appointees. Work with president-elect's team to outline the scope of training  (i.e. define which appointees will receive training and what material will be covered) 

Send first report to Hill recapping transition preparations GSA has undertaken up to this point (second report to send in September) 

Convene meeting with DOJ, FBI, CIA, and representatives of both transition teams to provide detailed instructions around clearance process and security briefings process and answer questions 

Coordinate process with DOJ for holding national security briefings for transition team staff twice a week at the DOJ Headquarters Command Center 

Wave I: Work with policy and agency review teams to create position descriptions for each Wave I position  Wave II: Work with policy and agency review teams to create position descriptions for each Wave II position 

Wave I: Create longlists for each Wave I position, incorporating input from agency review team  Wave II: Create longlists for each Wave II position, incorporating input from agency review team 

Wave I: Conduct pre-election vetting of longlisted candidates: (1) Opposition research (using public sources/records e.g. Lexis Nexis, Voter Vault, LegiStorm, SEC records, opensecrets.org, Google) (2) Lawyer review Wave Ii: Conduct pre-election vetting of longlisted candidates: (1) Opposition research (using public sources/records e.g. Lexis Nexis, Voter Vault, LegiStorm, SEC records, opensecrets.org, Google) (2) Lawyer review 

 Wave I: Create ranked shortlists for each Wave I position based on vetting results  Wave II: Create ranked shortlists for each Wave II position based on vetting results 

 Wave I: Create profiles of each candidate on shortlists   Wave II: Create profiles of each candidate on shortlist  

 Wave I: Compile position descriptions, shortlists, lawyer review from vetting process, and candidate profiles for Wave I positions into briefing book binders for president-elect Wave II: Compile position descriptions, shortlists, lawyer review from vetting process, and candidate profiles for Wave II positions into briefing book binders for president-elect 

Appoint Head of Presidential Appointments 

Engage with OGE to discuss expectations for the nominee financial disclosure process, the necessity of ethics experts on the Appointments team, and resources provided by OGE 

 Align with candidate on principles, priorities, and strategic goals for appointments process 

Design organizational structure for Appointments team 

Determine all of the positions that need to be filled 

Build out staffing and vetting team 

Set time targets for filling roles (i.e. by Inauguration, first 100 days, first 200 days)  

Categorize and prioritize all positions into priority tiers (i.e. Wave I positions, Wave II positions, Wave III positions, etc)  

  Design processes for the identification and vetting of PAS position candidates 

Reach out to DOJ and FBI to discuss goals for confirmations and work backwards to determine when names of candidates must be submitted to begin background investigations 

Meet with OGE to discuss(1) OGE's resource guides for the financial disclosure process; (2) Integrity.gov, the electronic filing system for financial disclosure; (3) expectations for the financial disclosure process; (4) the importance of having ethics experts on staff on the appointments team; (5) the importance of informing potential nominees upfront about the complexities and expectations of the nomination process; and (6) if there is reluctance to share prospective nominees reports with OGE, the prospect of sharing financial disclosure reports of potential nominees with OGE for name-blind review before the election  

Coordinate with the outgoing White House (PPO), GSA, and the other campaign's transition team to align on a common personnel database infrastructure that can easily transition into the White House after the election 

Build out confirmation teams and a checklist of activities (covering the period Nov. 8-21) for prepping nominees for their confirmation hearings  

Identify team ethics experts as points of contact with OGE for nominees and other ethics issues 

Register members of the team as administrators and as reviewers in Integrity (receive training on using the system by early October) 

Confirmation teams begin laying the groundwork for Senate confirmation preparation (e.g. setting up meetings on Hill, contacting agency representatives, etc.) 

Work with GSA to determine the scope of training for incoming appointees (i.e. define which appointees will receive training and what material will be covered) 

Wave I: Interview candidates for each position and request supporting materials for informal vetting (e.g. responses to questionnaire and tax records) 

Wave I: For each position, contact candidates in rank order until a mutual decision is reached to move forward 
Wave I: Direct successfully vetted potential nominees to complete and submit SF-86 to the FBI and OGE Form 278e to OGE to begin formal nominee process,  
with the goal of releasing 30 nominee financial disclosure reports to OGE through Integrity by Nov 16, 2016 and 100 total by mid-Dec 

 Discuss timeline with Senate committees around when nominees need to be received in order to have them confirmed by desired timetable 

Wave III: Work with policy and agency review teams to create position descriptions for each Wave III position 

 Wave III: Create longlists for each Wave III position, incorporating input from agency review team 

Announce top Wave I nominees between Thanksgiving and Christmas 

Schedule initial confirmation hearings for select Wave I nominees 

 Wave III: Create ranked shortlists for each Wave III position based on vetting results 

Wave III: Create profiles of each candidate on shortlist  

Wave III: Compile position descriptions, shortlists, lawyer review from vetting process, and candidate profiles for Wave III positions into briefing book binders for President-elect 

Confirmation teams prepare Wave I nominees for confirmation through: meetings on Hill, mock Senate hearings  

Wave II: For each position, contact candidates in rank order until a mutual decision is reached to move forward 

Wave II: Interview candidates for each position and request supporting materials for informal vetting (e.g. responses to questionnaire and tax records) 

Wave II: Direct successfully vetted potential nominees to complete and submit SF-86 to the FBI and OGE Form 278e to OGE to begin formal nominee process 

Confirmation hearings for select Wave I nominees 

Wave III: For each position, contact candidates in rank order until a mutual decision is reached to move forward 

Wave III: Interview candidates for each position and request supporting materials for informal vetting (e.g. responses to questionnaire and tax records) 

Wave III: Direct successfully vetted potential nominees to complete and submit SF-86 to the FBI and OGE Form 278e to OGE to begin formal nominee process 

Manage handoff of confirmation preparation to agencies 

 Cabinet orientation and retreat 

Wave III: Conduct vetting of longlisted candidates: (1) Opposition research (using public sources/records e.g. Lexis Nexis, Voter Vault, LegiStorm, SEC records, opensecrets.org, Google) (2) Lawyer review 

Make internal contact to appropriate members of the transition team and campaign team who have been identified as prospective nominees for PAS roles and begin collecting their financial disclosure reports (OGE Form 278e) in Integrity (reports can be collected confidentially in Integrity without releasing them to OGE for review, though OGE is available to provide assistance by reviewing these reports before the election and name-blind review is an option) 

Research the different Senate committees’ norms and processes regarding nominations and formulate a strategy for post-election reach out to each committee 

Design the build-out of a future Office of Presidential Personnel (PPO) and work with Operations team to determine which transition team members will move to PPO after inauguration 

Legislative Affairs should reach out to Senate Majority/Minority Leaders to discuss list of priority positions the candidate is looking to fill in first 100 and 200 days 

Identify a senior ethics official at OGE or elsewhere in the executive branch that the transition team would be willing to select as a detailee to review financial disclosure reports after the election 

Compile Plum Book  

Release Plum Book 

 Federal Investigative Services plays role in background investigations for incoming political appointees 

Receive (from agencies) inventory of all agency positions that may be filled by noncompetitive appointment for compilation in the Plum Book 

Launch comprehensive transition guide "Presidential Transition Guide to Federal Human Resources Management" outlining what potential political appointees need to know about being federal government employees 

Convene Chief Human Capital Officers (CHCOs) for CHCO Academy at agencies to discuss presidential transition through  

Send call letter to agencies requesting inventory of all agency positions that may be filled by noncompetitive appointment for compilation in the Plum Book 

Send memo to agencies outlining rules/guidance around converting Schedule C and Noncareer SES to the Competitive Service 

Office of Personnel Management 


